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Master 2 Pro Industrie de la 
langue et traduction spécialisée 
(M2 ILTS), Paris Diderot
● Master's degree in Specialized Translation & 

Language Industry

● Work-study scheme

● Teaching: professionals who are familiar with 

the actual conditions of work

● Translation courses in English-French, 

French-English, French-Spanish and 

German-French  (700 h)

● Coord. Geneviève BORDET & Nicolas 

FROELIGER)

The EMT is a network of MA study 
programmes in translation

• Translation (technical, 
scientific, specialised...)

• Intercultural 
communication

• Project management
• Terminology
• Revision
• Localization
• Professional integration 
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The Website Translation Project

Traduction de site vers l’anglais (TSA)

 

● Translation from French into English of webpages 
taken from a French university or other institution (1-2 
pages per student, 30-35 participants)

● Example: Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) 
http://www.ipgp.fr

● Genres involved range from scientific reports to 
administrative and procedural announcement
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TSA: a simulated environment

Roles

 
 

● Project Manager: communication between the teachers, 
translation team and website owners

● Translator: translation/post-editing
● Reviser: post-editing/revision
● Auditor: an audit of the website, mangeable tasks
● Contract writer: an agreement with the website owners
● Terminologist: glossary of terms, menu items, etc.
● Task manager: managing tasks on the translation platform

pair
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Project deliverable
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 TSA course challenges 

● Transversality: a wide variety of training outcomes as 
defined by EMT

● Web-tectonics: a translation training model within a 
permanently shifting multimodal context

● Non-linear Task Management: a complex pedagogical 
workflow using a professional translation platform

● Process-oriented Assessment: a qualitative self-
assessment of the translation/revision workflow
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Competence Framework 2017

[Competency No.]

“4  […] mastering […] presentation standards,
 terminology and phraseology, specialised sources etc.)”
“10 […] using the appropriate metalanguage and applying appropriate 
theoretical approaches”
“11 […] review and/or revise their own work and that of others”
“18 Master the basics of MT and its impact on the translation process”
“19 Assess the relevance of MT systems in a translation workflow”
“23 Work in a team,  […] using current communication technologies”
“29 Clarify the requirements, objectives and purposes of the client”
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The translation of web content
requires flexibility and sensitivity
to many different genres

● High visibility
● Short text paragraphs
● Standalone (webpage)
● Keywords for search engines, hyperlinks
● Labels and navigation menus (self-service)
● Always updated (never-ending process)
 Concise, clear wording
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SYSTRANLinks interconnected with
SYSTRAN Pure Neural Server
 

● Manages collaborative translation workflow
● Identifies website updates
● Maintains consistency
● Instantly shows how translations will look online
● Enables Neural MT specialisation with custom resources
● Uses Translation Memory & User Dictionary
● Outputs translation in HTML format
● Helps with localization
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MT Engine(s)
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Custom Neural MT: User Dictionary (UD)
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Concordancing, Terminology, Tasks...
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Revision history (tracing) gives an idea of how many 
revisions have been made
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Project Reporting 
Form

Report on the task

Demonstrate 
knowledge of certain 
features

Comment on the 
project
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Key 
information 
first
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Reporting Forms as a CORPUS: statistically salient 
examples of students’ metalanguage: ‘main’ , ‘tool’, 
‘search’, ‘information’, ‘meaning’, ‘collocations’

Regular lexico-grammatical patterns revealed by textometric analysis : 
Ex. : <using (a tool) to search (examples of language)> 
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Correspondence Analysis, Characteristic Elements: 
Distinctive Respondents’ Profiles

  vagueness or uncertainty:

‘I’ + adverbe of uncertainty

‘I mostly agreed with the changes made 
by…’

‘I’ + cognitive process

‘I realized I could get a more accurate 
translation.’

‘...once I had the topic in mind, I 
could focus more on style during the…’

positive learning outcome

‘This’ as a full pronoun  

This helped with my translation choice.

‘This’ as a determiner relating to a tool (or a 
process)

‘This tool gives us a broad view of...’

‘This corpus allowed me to prove that 
the…’
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Conclusion: a more equipped translator’s 
workstation results in assisted but also disrupted 
translation practice
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● Changing web environment
● More or less ergonomic interfaces
● Multiple windows, over-segmentation
● Blurring of communicative situation, comprehension processes, 

contextual interpretation of meaning
● Structural rigidity of TM-based text segmentation
● Lack of support for dynamic XML/HTML
● TBD: annotation schemes, messaging workflow
● Student expectations, teaching time/learning curve 



Towards ‘editing’ and ‘revision’ within a 
‘qualitative translation/revision workflow’: 
editorial history...
MT EN1: ‘Despite the magnitude of the deadly earthquake of 12 January 2010, the 
seismotectonic context and active faults in the epicentral zone were still poorly 
understood.’

Post-edited EN2: ‘Despite the magnitude of the deadly earthquake of 12 January 
2010, its seismotectonic environment and the active faults in the epicentral zone 
were poorly understood until now.’ – better but key info still not to the fore.

Revision EN2: Better to turn sentence round and start with ‘Until recently…’ so 
we insist on the fact there’s a new development.

Revision EN3: ‘A new study has been published that helps to explain the 
deadly earthquake of 12 January 2010. Until recently the seismotectonics and 
active faults in the epicentral zone of this upheaval were poorly understood.’
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